Transition towards blue and green economies in the Mediterranean

Blue & Green Growth communities’ joint event
September 19-20, 2019 – Brussels

Logistics

Venue

19th September:

Committee of the Regions
(Room VMA1)
Rue Van Maerlant 2, Brussels

20th September:

AREA42
Rue des Palais
46, Brussels
How to get there by public transportation?

To the Committee of the Regions (19th of September)

The CoR is located Rue Van Maerlant n°2, at the heart of the Schuman district very close to other European institutions including the European Parliament.

BUS: Maalbeek (Lines 59-64) and Leopoldspark (Line 21-27-64-E)

METRO: Maalbeek and Schuman (8 min)

TRAIN: Bruxelles-Schuman (3 min)

To AREA42 (20th of September)

AREA 42 is located Rue des Palais n°46, on the edge of Brussels’ minor ring, in the Botanic Garden and Hotel Bloom districts.

TRAM: Sainte-Marie stop

   Tram 94 - Stade - Stadion / Hermann Debroux
   Tram 92 - Gare de Schaerbeek / Fort Jaco

BUS: Sainte-Marie stop (100 meters from the venue)

   Lines 270-271-272-351-358

METRO: Botanique stop (5min)

TRAIN: Gare du Nord station (5min)

Connections with the airport

DAY 1 – There is an Express bus linking Zaventem airport to and from Metro Schuman.

DAY 2 – There is a direct train line to and from the Gare du Nord to Zaventem airport.

Brussels benefits from a good public transportation network. More information on transport is available here:

https://www.brussels.be/public-transport

http://www.stib-mivb.be

Hotels

Given the great choice of hotels in Brussels, we encourage the participants to book accommodation according to their needs and specific requirements as soon as possible. We recommend to book hotels in between the two venues.